
VII.—PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS.

PHILOSOPHICAL KEVIEW. Vol. xiv., No. 1. B . R. Marshall. "The
Relations of Esthetics to Psychology find Philosophy.' [The essence of
beauty is to be found in pleasure, and the differentia of aesthetic pleasure
is its relative permanency. ^Esthetics demands from philosophy an
account of the genesis of art, and also a rationalised scheme of the rela-
tions of the beautiful, within the real, to the true and the good.] M. F.
Washburn. ' Wnndtian Feeling-Analysis and the Genetic Significance
of Feeling.' [There are transitional forms of mental process between
sensation and affection. To this borderland belong the Wundtian feel-
ings of excitement and depression, strain and relaxation. They are
processes within the zone of possible, but without that of inevitable
introspective analysis.] W. P. Montague. 'A Neglected Point in
Hume's Philosophy.' [Hu'iie was inconsistent in regarding the belief
in the independent existence of sensible objects as a fiction.] B . Ttf.
Wright. ' Natural Selection and Self-conscious Development. [There
are both physical and teleolo^aeiil factors in evolution, and as the proceas
continues the teleological factor becomes more influential] Reviews of
Books. Summaries of Articles. Notices 6f New Books. Notes. VoL
xiv., No. 2. Q. T. Ladd. ' The Mission of Philosophy.' [The mission
is " to bring science, morality, religion and art, into each other's more
intimate presence, to bid them keep peace with one another by showing
theni thtit they are all parts of one great truth, all manifestations of that
unity of spirit which, amid all strifes and destructions of particular reali-
ties, abideB as the true life of the world, both of things and of selves".]
B. I r d m n i n . ' The Content and Validity of the Causal Law,—i.' B . N .
Gardiner. ' Profee/ing* nf tlf Fourth Mttiing of tkr. A meriean Philo-
noplii'-nl Axsoci«tii»t, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, December
28, 29 and 30, 1904.' W. B . Sheldon. 'The Metaphysical Status of
Universals.' [A universal may justly be defined as any concrete fact
of experience with a suggestive or transitive quality, and not as a per-
manent substantive entity.] Reviews of Books. Summaries of Articles.
Noticesi of New Books. Notes.

PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW. Vol. xii.. No. 1. W. Jama*. ' The Experience
of Activity.' [Psychologically, experiences of activity are real and obvious.
In speaking of ' my' activity, I may, however, interpret by saying that
a wider thinker is Active, or that certain ideas are active, or that certain
brain cells are active. The three hypotheses must be put to the prag-
matic test. Metaphysically, real effectual causation as an ultimate
nature, as a category of reality, is just what we feel it to be, just that
kind of conjunction which our own activity-series reveal.] T. EL W^'TTTT
and J. O. William*. ' The Relation of Perceptive and Revived Mental
Material as shown by the Subjective Control of Visual After-images.'
[Comparison of the course of after-images, memory images, and after-
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images ' controlled' by a memory image. The difference between per-
ceived and revived contents is largely a matter of * organisation or
vividness.] O. BE. Stratton. ' Studies from the University of Cali-
fornia Psychological Laboratory.' J. X. Brand. ' The Effect of Verbal
Suggestion on the Estimation of Linear Magnitudes.' [Suggestion,
though formal and arbitrary, has an appreciable effect, varying with
individuals and circumstances.] O. S. BSaaohaatar. 'Experiments
upon the Unreflective Ideas of Men and Women.' [" The surface ideas
of men are extensive rather than intensive, while the opposite is true of
women."] VoL xiL, Nos. 2, 8. B . SottSdlnf. ' The Present State of
Psychology and its Relations to the Neighbouring Sciences.' [There is
a conflict in psychology between atomism and dogmatism, analysis and
synthesis, intelleotuahsm and voluntarism. Rightly interpreted, volun-
tarism is the better position, and may to-day be regarded as the main
point of view in psychology. Over against physical science, psychology
is synthetic ; over against history and ethics, analytic] O. L. Morgan.
' Comparative and Genetic Psychology.' [Discusses the transition from
biological responses and reactions to conscious behaviour founded on
experience, and the later transition from perceptual to ideational pro-
cess.] P. Janet. ' Mental Pathology.' [Comparison of fatigue, sleep,
dreams, emotion with the abnormal psychoses of hysteria, psychssthenia,
melancholia; statement of problems.] BE. Priaoa. ' Some of the Present
Problems of Abnormal Puyohology.' [(1) The problems of functional
dissociation, abnormal syntheses and automatisms are fundamental tq
abnormal, and therefore also to normal psychology. (2) As regards the
range of sub-conscious states, " while a greater or less number of isolated
dissociated states are constantly occurring under normal conditions, there
is no satisfactory evidence that they normally become synthesised among
themselves and exhibit automatism excepting in states of abstraction and
as artifacts ".] J. BE. Baldwin. ' Sketch of the History of Psychology.'
[Greek psychology; the dualistic transition; nineteenth century natur-
alism and positivism; prospects. The psychology of the future will be
•ocial; intertwined with physics and biology; genetic ; and racial and
comparative.] A. K. Carles. ' An Analysis of Elementary Psychic
Process.' [Most elementary are feeling processes which are not con-
tents but intents of consciousness. These eventuate in physiological
changes which are both the objective side of feeling and also practical
attitudes, through which kinesthetic sense material becomes functional.
As the data of sense grow complicated, they are organised into percep-
tions by ' suggestion ' operating under the guidance of feeling.]

AMERICAN JOURNAL or PSYCHOLOGY. Vol. xvi., No. 1. J. R. Jewell.
' The Psychology of Dreams.' [An inquiry based upon questionary
returns, which makes no contribution to the psychology of dreaming, but
touches upon some interesting points, t.g., the inhibiting of dreams by
suggestion, the confusion of dream events with real occurrences, the
influence of the dream-life upon waking conduct, etc] X*. J. Martin.
.'The Psychology' of iEsthetios : (I.) Experimental Prospecting in the
Field of the Comic' [Records of undirected introspection ; of experi-
ments made with the view of finding out whether the psychophysioal
metric methods, or similar experimental procedures, can be employed in
the study of the comic ; and of introspection directed by means of a
questionary. The experiments were more successful than one might
have anticipated. The paper should have been summarised.] A. F.
fihamhrriain 'Primitive Hearing and Hearing-Words.' X. J. Swift.
' Memory of a Complex Skilful Act." [Practice with one-handed throwing
and catching of two balls, resumed after twenty-one months' interval.
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